Abstract
Introduction
Traditionally, data warehouses have been used to provide storage and analysis of large amounts of historical data. Recently, however, there has been a growing trend to use a data warehouse operationally, that is, to make realtime decisions about a corporation's day-to-day operations. This requires the database system to handle a mixed workload (adding real-time, online updates to a traditional data warehouse query workload.)
Most major RDBMS vendors have products and initiatives intended to address operational data warehousing, including Oracle's Oracle9i [6] , NCR's active data warehouse [10] , IBM's business intelligence system [1] , Microsoft's digital nervous system [4] , and Compaq's zero-latency enterprise [11] . This application of data warehouses raises a number of technical issues that are either not present, or are present to a lesser degree, in previous data warehouse applications. Of these, mixing updates with queries in the presence of materialized views is especially problematic.
For example, consider a parallel RDBMS with two base relations A and B, and an application in which there is a stream of updates to these relations. Suppose that each transaction updates one base relation and that each update is localized to one data server node. The throughput of the parallel RDBMS will be high. Now, however, suppose that in order to improve query performance, the DBA defines a materialized view over the join of A and B. As we will discuss in more detail in Section 2, even with no changes in the workload, the addition of this simple join view can bring what was a well-performing system to a crawl. This is because the addition of the join view converts what were simple single-node updates to expensive all-node operations. These all-node operations negate the throughput advantages of the parallel RDBMS, because instead of each node of the parallel RDBMS handling a fraction of the update stream, all nodes have to process every element of the update stream.
In this paper, we present three materialized join view maintenance methods in a parallel RDBMS: the naive method, the auxiliary relation method, and the global index method. The last two methods trade storage space for materialized view maintenance efficiency. That is, through the use of extra data structures, the auxiliary relation and global index methods reduce the expensive all-node operations that are required for materialized join view maintenance to single-node or few-node operations. In fact, the global index method of maintaining a join view is an "intermediate" method between the naive method and the auxiliary relation method: (1) Global indices usually require less extra storage than auxiliary relations, while the naive method requires no extra storage. In case 2, the naive method of maintaining a join view incurs substantial inter-node communication cost. Also, perhaps more importantly, a join needs to be done at every node, even though the base relation updates can be localized to a single node. We consider next how to eliminate both inefficiencies, especially the second one, by using auxiliary relations.
View Maintenance using Auxiliary Relations.
We use auxiliary relations to overcome the shortcomings of the naive method of join view maintenance. In this section, we assume that neither base relation is partitioned on the join attribute. (If some base relation is partitioned on the join attribute, the auxiliary relation for that base relation is unnecessary.) In the parallel RDBMS, besides the base relations A and B and the join view JV, we maintain two auxiliary relations: AR A for A and AR B for B. Relation AR A (AR B ) is a selection and projection of relation A (B) that is partitioned on the join attribute A.c (B.d). We maintain a clustered index I A on A.c for AR A (I B on B.d for AR B ). Figure 3 shows the base relations, auxiliary relations, and join view at one node of the parallel RDBMS. For simplicity, we first assume that AR A (AR B ) is a copy of relation A (B) that is partitioned on A.c (B.d), then we show how to minimize the storage overhead of auxiliary relations in Section 2.1.3. When a tuple T A is inserted into relation A at node i, it is also redistributed to some node j (node j might be the same as node i) based on its join attribute value T A .c.
Tuple T A is inserted into the auxiliary relation AR A at node j. Then T A is joined with the appropriate tuples in the auxiliary relation AR B (instead of base relation B) at node j utilizing the index I B . If JV is partitioned on an attribute of A, the join result tuples (if any) are sent to some node k (node k might be the same as node j) to be inserted into JV based on the attribute value of T A . If JV is not partitioned on an attribute of A, then the join result tuples need to be distributed to multiple nodes to be inserted into JV. Figures 4a and 4b show this procedure.
(a) JV is partitioned (b) JV is not partitioned on an attribute of A on an attribute of A Figure 4 . Maintaining a join view using auxiliary relations.
The steps needed when a tuple T A is deleted from or updated in the base relation A are similar to those needed in the case of insertion. Compared to the naive method, the auxiliary relation method of maintaining a join view has the following advantages: (1) It saves substantial inter-node communication.
(2) For each inserted (deleted, updated) tuple of base relation A, the join work needs to be done at only one node rather than at every node. In the naive method of maintaining a join view, the work needed when the base relation A is updated is as follows: begin transaction update base relation A; update join view JV; (expensive) end transaction. For comparison, when we use the auxiliary relation method to maintain a join view, the work that needs to be done when the base relation A is updated is as follows: begin transaction update base relation A; update auxiliary relation AR A ; (cheap) update join view JV; (cheap) end transaction. If the update size is a small fraction of the base relation size, the extra work of updating the auxiliary relation AR A is dominated by the advantages brought by the auxiliary relations in updating the join view JV.
In the above, we have considered the situation in which the base relation A is updated. The situation in which base relation B is updated is the same except we switch the roles of A and B. [7] , auxiliary views were proposed to make materialized views self-maintainable in a distributed data warehouse. [7] also proposed a systematic algorithm to minimize the storage overhead of auxiliary views. Their techniques for reducing storage overhead can be used in our auxiliary relation method. These techniques also apply to the global index method discussed below in Section 2.1.4. The main idea in [7] is not to include the unnecessary tuples and attributes of the base relations in the auxiliary relations. Applied to our scenario, an auxiliary relation is a selection and projection of a base relation that is partitioned in a special way. That is, an auxiliary relation AR R of base relation R can be written as Figure 5 shows the base relations, global indices, and join view at one node of the parallel RDBMS. When a tuple T A is inserted into relation A at node i, it is also redistributed to some node j (node j might be the same as node i) based on its join attribute value T A .c. A new entry containing the global row id of tuple T A is inserted into the global index GI A at node j. We search the global index GI B at node j to find the list of global row ids for those tuples T B of relation B that satisfy T B .d=T A .c. Suppose these tuples T B reside at K of the L nodes. For each of the K nodes, T A with the global row ids of those tuples T B residing at that node is sent there. Then T A is joined with those tuples T B there. If JV is partitioned on an attribute of A, the join result tuples (if any) are sent to some node k (node k might be the same as node j) to be inserted into JV based on the attribute value of T A . If JV is not partitioned on an attribute of A, then the join result tuples need to be distributed to multiple nodes to be inserted into JV. Figures 6a and 6b show the procedure. The steps needed when a tuple T A is deleted from or updated in the base relation A are similar to those needed in the case of insertion. Thus, when we use the global index method to maintain a join view, the work that needs to be done when the base relation A is updated is as follows:
begin transaction update base relation A; update global index GI A ; (cheap) update join view JV; (moderate) end transaction. In the above, we have considered the situation in which the base relation A is updated. The situation in which base relation B is updated is the same except we switch the roles of A and B.
Extension to Multiple Base Relation Joins
Now we consider the situation that a join view is defined on more than two base relations. Suppose that a join view JV is defined on base relations R 1 , R 2 , …, and R n . Then the auxiliary relation method works as follows: The following is an example illustrating how this algorithm works. Consider a join view JV that is defined on A B C. For simplicity, we assume that no base relation is partitioned on the join attribute. (Again, if some base relation is partitioned on the join attribute, there is no need for an auxiliary relation on that base relation.) We keep the following auxiliary relations: and AR A to maintain JV. In the case of a join view defined on two base relations, the auxiliary relation method of maintaining join views is straightforward to implement using a query rewriting approach similar to [8] . However, if a join view is defined on multiple base relations, there are many choices as to how to use the auxiliary relations, and an optimization problem results. For example, consider a join view that is defined on the complete join of three base relations A, B, and C, where each base relation is joined to another on some join attribute. Assume that no base relation is partitioned on the join attribute. 
Performance of Different Join View Maintenance Methods
In this section we evaluate the performance of the three join view maintenance methods, first with an analytical model, and then with experiments in a commercial parallel RDBMS.
Analytical Model
We first propose a simple analytical model to gain insight into the performance advantage of the auxiliary relation / global index method vs. the naive method in maintaining materialized views. The goal of this model is not to accurately predict exact performance numbers in specific scenarios. Rather, it is to identify and explore some of the main trends that dominate in the auxiliary relation / global index approach. In Section 3.3 we show that our model for the naive and auxiliary relation methods predicts trends fairly accurately where it overlaps with our experiments with a commercial parallel RDBMS.
Consider a join view
We only analyze the case that the join view, JV, is partitioned on an attribute of relation A (the case in which the join view is partitioned on an attribute of B is symmetric.) Furthermore, we assume that neither the base relation A nor the base relation B is partitioned on the join attribute. We make the following simplifying assumptions in this model: parallel RDBMS. This is a useful basic metric because while other metrics, such as response time, can be derived from it, the reverse is not true (response time alone can hide the fact that multiple nodes may be doing unproductive work in parallel with the useful update operations.) For any of the three join view maintenance methods (naive, auxiliary relation, and global index), the same updates must be performed on the base relations and on the join view. Because of this, in our model we omit the cost of these updates. Then the costs that must be captured are (a) the extra update of the auxiliary relation (global index) that is required by the auxiliary relation (global index) method, and (b) the differences among the three methods in the cost of the joins that are required to determine the result tuples that need to be inserted into the join view. We now turn to quantify those costs, which we refer to as TW. 
Response Time.
The model in Section 3.1.1 is accurate only if the join method is index nested loops, for which the cost is directly proportional to the number of tuples inserted. If |'A| is large enough, an algorithm such as sort merge may perform better than index nested loops. To explore this issue, we extend our model to handle this case. We use sort merge join as an alternative to index nested loops here; we believe our conclusions would be the same for hash joins. The point is that for both sortmerge and hash join, the join time is dominated by the time to scan a relation, and unless the number of modified tuples is a sizeable fraction of the base relations, the join time is independent of the number of modified tuples.
Let ||x|| denote the size of x in pages. Let M denote the size of available memory in pages. In addition, we make the following simplifying assumptions: 
, and ||B i ||<|'A i |u(1+K) (if GI B is distributed clustered) are satisfied, then the sort merge join algorithm is preferable to index nested loops.
The above analysis shows that when sort-merge is the join algorithm of choice, the naive join view maintenance algorithm with clustered index actually outperforms the auxiliary relation / global index method. This is because each has the same join cost (the scan of B), while the auxiliary relation / global index method has the extra overhead of the updates to the auxiliary relation / global index. In the discussion of the experiments with the analytical model below, we discuss the implications of this fact when choosing a method for join view maintenance.
Experiments with Analytical Model
Setting ||B||=6,400, M=10, N=10 (except in Figure 8 ), and K=min(N,L), we present in Figures 7~12 the resulting performance of the auxiliary relation method, the global index method, and the naive method of join view maintenance. Figure 7 shows TW for a single tuple insert vs. the number of data server nodes. For the auxiliary relation method, TW is a small constant 3. For the naive method, TW increases linearly with the number of data server nodes. For the global index method, TW quickly reaches a constant 13 (K becomes N when L becomes larger than N), while this constant is greater than the constant for the auxiliary relation method. Figure 8 shows TW for a single tuple insert vs. the number of join result tuples generated (N). When the number of join result tuples generated for the inserted tuple is small, TW for the global index method is close to TW for the auxiliary relation method. When the number of join result tuples generated for the inserted tuple is large, TW for the global index method is close to TW for the naive method. In other words, the global index method is an "intermediate" method between the naive method and the auxiliary relation method. When there are only a few matching tuples for a given join attribute value in the other base relation B, the overhead of the global index method is close to that of the auxiliary relation method. When there are many matching tuples for a given join attribute value in the other base relation B, the overhead of the global index method is close to that of the naive method. Figure 9 shows the execution time of one transaction with 40 inserted tuples, where the join method of choice is the index join algorithm. The execution time of the auxiliary relation method (3u|'A|/L) decreases rapidly with more data server nodes. This is because in the auxiliary relation method, on average each node will see |'A|/L inserted tuples, whereas in the naive method, each node sees all |'A| inserted tuples. The execution time of the naive method (|'A|uL/L=|'A|) is a constant when index J B is clustered. Recall that this is because in our model, we assumed that in the clustered index case all joining tuples are found on the leaf page reached at the end of the SEARCH operation. When index J B is nonclustered, the execution time of the naive method approaches that constant with more data server nodes (|'A|u(L+N)/L approaches |'A| as L grows). The execution time of the global index method ((3+K)u|'A|/L or (3+N)u|'A|/L) decreases rapidly with more data server nodes, while the decreasing rate is smaller than that of the auxiliary relation method. This is because in the global index method, on average each node will see |'A|uK/L inserted tuples. Figure 10 shows the execution time of one transaction with 6,500 inserted tuples, where the join method of choice is the sort merge join algorithm. Here we see that the naive method with a clustered index performs better than the auxiliary relation method. Also, the naive method performs better than the global index method. Note that there is nothing special about the number 6,500 other than that it is greater than the number of pages in base relation B. This indicates that if the expected update transaction inserts a number of tuples approximately equal to the number of pages in the base relation B, the naive method with clustered base relations is the method of choice.
It is an interesting empirical question whether or not such large update transactions are likely. Anecdotal evidence suggests that they are not -data warehouses typically store data from several years of operation, so it seems highly unlikely that individual update transactions (of which there are presumably many each day) insert more than a very small fraction of the warehoused data. However, this is not something that can be proven by an abstract argument; rather, it must be decided on a case by case basis in the "real world." Figure 11 shows the execution time of one transaction where the number of inserted tuples varies from 1 to 7,000. For the naive method, the execution time increases rapidly with the number of inserted tuples. For the auxiliary relation method and the global index method, the execution time increases much more slowly. The join time of any of the three methods reaches a constant when the number of inserted tuples is large enough for the sort merge join method to become the join method of choice. The global index method reaches this point much later than the naive method, and much earlier than the auxiliary relation method. This is due to the fact that in the auxiliary relation method and global index method, on average each node will see |'A|/L and |'A|uK/L inserted tuples, respectively, whereas in the naive method, each node sees all |'A| tuples. However, once again, as the number of inserted tuples approaches the number of pages of B, the auxiliary relation (global index) method is indeed worse than the naive method. Figure 12 "zooms in" on the execution time of one large transaction where the number of inserted tuples varies from 1 to 300. We notice that the execution time of the auxiliary relation method has a step-wise behavior. This is because the execution time of the auxiliary relation method depends on the maximum number of inserted tuples seen by each node. Assuming an even distribution, the maximum number of inserted tuples seen by each node for the auxiliary relation method is ª'A/Lº, where ªxº is the ceiling function (e.g., ª1.3º =2). For example, if |'A|dL, the maximum number of inserted tuples seen by each node is 1. If L<|'A|d2uL, the maximum number of inserted tuples seen by each node is 2. The execution time of the global index method has a similar step-wise behavior that is not obvious on the Figure. This is due to the fact that assuming an even distribution, the maximum number of inserted tuples seen by each node for the global index method is ª'AuK/Lº.
It is straightforward to apply the above analytical model to the situation of a join view on multiple base relations. Experiments with this model did not provide any insight not already given by the two-relation model, so we omit them here.
Evaluation of the Auxiliary Relation Method in a Parallel RDBMS
We now turn to describe experiments we performed on NCR's Teradata Release V2R4 Version 4D. Our measurements were performed with the DBMS client application and server running on an Intel x86 Family 6 Model 5 Stepping 3 workstation with four 400MHz processors, 1GB main memory, eight 8GB disks, and running the Microsoft Windows NT 4.0 operating system. We allocated a processor and a disk for each data server, so there were at most four data servers on each workstation. We only tested the naive method and the auxiliary relation method for join view maintenance, as Teradata does not currently support the global index method.
The three relations used for the tests followed the schema of the standard TPC-R Benchmark relations [9] : customer (custkey, acctbal, …), orders (orderkey, custkey, totalprice, …), lineitem (orderkey, partkey, suppkey, entendedprice, discount, …). The underscore indicates the partitioning attributes of the relations. In our tests, each customer tuple matches one orders tuple on the attribute custkey. Each orders tuple matches 4 lineitem tuples on the attribute orderkey. o.orderkey=l.orderkey; As the customer relation was partitioned on the join attribute, it required no auxiliary relation. The join view maintenance consists of three steps: updating the base relation, computing the changes to the join view, and updating the join view. As the first step and the third step were the same for the naive method and the auxiliary relation method, we only measured the time spent on the second step.
Because Teradata does not currently support the auxiliary relation maintenance method for join views, we used the following approach to gain insight into how it would perform if implemented. We evaluated the performance of join view maintenance when 128 tuples were inserted into the customer relation (these tuples each have one matching tuple in the orders relation) in the following way: (1) We created a non-clustered index on the custkey attribute of the orders, and another non-clustered index on the orderkey attribute of the lineitem relation. (2) We created a new relation delta_customer that had the same schema and was partitioned in the same way as customer. o.orderkey=l.orderkey; These two SQL statements implemented the naive method for maintaining join views JV1 and JV2, respectively, while 128 tuples were inserted into the base relation customer. To implement the auxiliary relation method for maintaining join views JV1 and JV2, we replaced orders and lineitem with orders_1 and lineitem_1, respectively, in the two SQL statements.
We ran the SQL statements on 2-node, 4-node, and 8-node configurations, where each node was a data server. The 8-node configuration was the largest available hardware configuration.
The join view maintenance time predicted by the analytical model is shown in Figure 13 . All the numbers in Figure 13 are scaled by a constant factor (the time unit is 128 I/Os) so only the relative ratios between them are meaningful. The experimental join view maintenance time is shown in Figure 14 . Figures 13 and 14 match well. The speedup gained by the auxiliary relation (AR) method over the naive method for materialized view maintenance increases with the number of data server nodes.
We also ran experiments with large update transactions, where our analytical model predicts that the naive algorithm with clustered base relations performs well. Unfortunately, in the version of Teradata we tested, it was impossible to test the naive method with clustered indices, because clustered indices must be on partitioning attributes. We did indeed observe the trend that the performance of the naive and auxiliary relation methods became comparable; however, the analytical model was less accurate for large updates than for small. This is likely due to the impact of buffering throughout the system -with large insert transactions substantial fractions of the base and auxiliary relations end up getting cached in main memory. For these reasons we do not present the large update results here.
The difficulty of duplicating in Teradata the analytical model results for large updates does not affect our conclusions. The model is accurate for reasonably sized updates; these are the ones that are common in practice and also are the ones for which the auxiliary relation method dramatically outperforms the naive method.
Conclusion
This paper compares three join view maintenance methods in a parallel RDBMS: naive, auxiliary relation, and global index. We show through an analytical model that if the update size is small with respect to the base relation size, the auxiliary relation and global index methods can substantially improve efficiency by eliminating expensive all-node operations, replacing them with focused single-node or few-node operations. We also validate the analytical model for the naive and auxiliary relation methods through experiments with a commercial parallel RDBMS.
There are many factors that influence the performance of the three join view maintenance methods, e.g., the update activity on base relations and the amount of available storage space. For this reason, it is impossible to say that one method is always the best. In fact, for a given workload, it is complicated to decide which method is the best to use. Our analytical model could form the basis for a cost model that would enable a system to choose the best approach automatically.
Moreover, in many cases, it is possible that a hybrid method will outperform any of the three methods. For example, we could adopt the following heuristics: 
